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ABSTRACT 

\ 

In th is thes is AC (and DC) _ bulk characteristics of 

amorphous silicon films are investigated. The films were 

prepared by electron gun evaporation in a conventional vacuum 

system. Ohmic contacts were estab~ished between the silicon 

films and the aluminium electrodes. 1- V 'and I-T measurements 

-were performed in the temperature range, TIoK ~o 400 oK. Room 

temperature measurements showed that the 'prer>aration conditions 

such as evaporation rate and subsequ~nt annealing affect the 

electrical properties of the films. Conductivity versus Ire

quency measurements 'were performed in the frequency range: 

100 Hz to 1 lllHz. In the low t-emperature range, the data 

analyzed with the .exiqting AC; and DC models of amorphous 
, -

semiconductors- and- the density of states near the Fermi level 

was calculated. The high temp~rature data were used to calcu

late the mob ility gap o:f ,the am,orphous silicon films. The 

resl)lts were then co:npared vrith-the previously publis~ed '\.;rOrk. 
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QZETQE 

Bu galll?mada, vakumda bu.h.arlal?trrma yontemiyle hazll'

lanan amorf silisyum :filmlerin alternatif, .. aklffi (ve dogru aklffi) 

govde karakteristikleri inCelenmil?tir • ./Ii~·in~1 elekt7'0dlar . 

ile silisyum. :filmler araslndaki·kontaginc_omik .. .oldugu 'gozlen

mil?tir. FilmlerinI- V ve I-T olgUmleri 77 0K "ile 400'oK slcakllk 

i arallglnda allnmll? olup, oda slcakllgl d.olaYlndaki olgUmlerde 

hazrrlama kOl?ull,arlnln filmlerin elektriksel ozelliklerini 

nasll etkiledigi aral?tll'llmll?trr. iletkenligin- frekansa ba&,lID-. , 
lUlglolgUmleri 100 Hz ile 1 lillz frekans arcill€;lnda yapllmll?-. 
trr. Dli:;U k sl.cakllklardaelde edilen veriler var olan amorf 

silisyum modeller.inin ll?lgl al:t.mda incelenmil? ve Fermi s·ev:i,... 
. . 

s indeki durum yog-unlugu hesaplanmll?trr. YUksek slcakllklardaki 
/ 

verilerden ise amorf silisyum filmlerin iletkenlik bandl hesap.-

.lanml.l?trr •. Elde edilen sonuglar dii;er aral?turriacllarln sonne;

larl ile ·karlilll~tll'llmll?tll'. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since 1960 's amorphous semiconductors have become 

one of the major research topics of b9th theoretical and 

experimental solid state physics. The rapid development in 

the semiconductor technology during the last two, decades with 

the hope that crystalline semiconductors 'would be replaced 

by amorphous semiconductors, which are cheaper' to produce, 
. , . 

have attracted the interest of many researchers and the number 

of articles published on this subject has increased at an 

enormous rate. 

The term amorphous is used for materials prepared in 

the form of a thin film on a relatively cold sw)strate to 

prevent crystallizatio~ 

The aim of this vTork is to investigate the AC (and DC) 

characteristics of amorphous silicon films prepared by evapo

ration in order· to gain a better understanding of the bulk 

properties. 

In the first c'1apter, a general theory abQut t'1e 

structur-e of amorlho1;.s silicon and the temperature and fre.

quency dependences of t'-1e condl~ctivit'l are given. The second 

chapter gives t!.1e technique of preparation of t'1e filos and 

the set-up used in 1-.C and DC meas11re~~ents. In the tl:1ird chap

ter the results are given and. are anaxyzed in terms of the 

electrical properties of the films. The results are discuBsed 

in com,Parison with the results of other researchers. 

.' . 
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I. THEORY 

1. 1 . STRUCTl)RE OF .AHORPHOUS SOLIDS 

With crystalline materials, one first characterizes 

the ideal periodic structure "with a determination of the 

short-range coordination and through a knowledge of the trans.

lational symmetry the long:-range order. Further characteri

zation then involves the determination of the concentration .. ' 

various types of defects and. impurities as deviations from 

the ideal structure. 

X-ray diffraction experiments have shovm that an 

amorphous mai;;erial has a good short range order; the positions 

of the nearest ne~~bours being essentially the same as in 

the crystalline materials. But.an amorphous material lmlike 

a crystal l?-as no long:-range' order so at a distance far. from 

the atom in question the other atoms appear to be randomly 

distributed. This type of disorder is a l)ositional disorder. 

There are also structural disorders in amorphouE semiconductor 

films and these are voids and dangling bonds. In fact, i~ the 
/ 

amorphous materials there is no ideal structure "nich can be 

accepted ",'lith full confidence. 

The previous research on a::nor?hous materials sho\,~ 

that the electrical and opt.ical properties of amorphouE films 

depend strongly on the preparation !!lethods. (1,2) There are 

three 8asic preparation methods for a:lorphous silicon films. 

'These are: 

1- Vacuu:l' evaporation 

2- sputtering 

3- Glo,,~disc1.large decomposition of silane (SiH
4

) 

Thespeciroens prepared by glov~disc'harge decomposition 

silane havefe,,;rer voids and dangling bonds compared to 

prepared by evaporation or sputtering .techniques. (3, 4) 

of 

those' 
<' . 
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This is assumed to be' caused by 'the p;L-esence of hydrogen 

during deposition tending to saturate the dangling bonds. The 

:films are structurally heteregeneo-US',1Jhen they are deposited 

on a cold su,bstrate, by evaporation ,or -sputtering. They contam 

a network of internal void~ and dangling bonds. 

\ ~",-

Because of the extensive diso:rder present, the Bloch 

theorem, does not hold for amorphous semiconductors and hence 

many of the results derived :for crystals do not apply directly 

to amorphous solids. In particular, the cconcept of the wave -- ' vector k, characterizing the' electron wave function, is no 

l,onger meaningful. This is also true for the k - space and 

Brillouin zones. 'These" concepts, "jh.ich are ,directly conse

quences of the translational per.iodicity of a crystal lattice, 

have to be discarded vihen Vie consider an a;norphous SOlid. 

Other concepts used in connection with crystals remain useful 

however, even in disorder,ed states. 

In crystalline semic~p.dllctors, the impu.rity atoms form 

,the impu.rity energy, bands in th·e forbidden energy gap. These 

impurity energy levels constitute a narrow and eontim}ous band. 

They constitute localized e~rgy states like donor and acceptor 

energy levels closer to conduction band and val.ence band 

respectively. In the amorphous semicondvctors, hOl·rever, -tIle 

lack of long-range order and struct'\.;,ral defects cause, a. con _ 

tinuous distribution of localizeci. states throut'lout energy gap. 

Davis· and £.lott (1970) and COhen, Fritzche and 

Ovs!l·insky (CFO) (1969) sucgested models :or t'-1.e distribution 

of the denSity of localized states in oreier to explain the 

conduction mechanisms in amorphous semiconductors. (1. 5) 

These t1'iO models are illustrated in Figc.re 1.1 vi"1ere the 

shaded regions represent the localized states. In contrast 

to the crystal, the density ..of states does not vanish anyv:here 

in the entire range of the energy gap. The denSity of, states 

extends into the gap from both the conduction band (CB) and 

valence band: (VB). The localized electron states near. the 

.' . 
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a) Cohen. Fritzch'e, Ovshinsky !.:odel 

(b) Davis, and Eott Model 
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band edges are due to the-lack o;flong-r~ge order~ The local- ·'1 

ized states near the middle of the gap are assumed to orig:i-

nat e fr om th e dangl ing bonds. 

In the CFO model, tails of'localized states extend 

from the valence and_....conduction bands f'arinto the energy gap. 
\ "-

Near the center of the gap, these states overlap. "'nen such 

an overlap takes place,repopulation occurs, with electrons 

transferring from the higher region of the valence band tail 

into the lower region of the conduction b and tail. Since the 

states are localized, this results in ,the creation of large 

concentrations of positively and negatively charged centers or 

traps. These charged states (donor-like and .acc~ptor-like 

states ) effectively pin the fermi level. 

In the Davis and Hott model, the ta;ils of localized 

states do not overlap. The position of the Fermi level is 

determined by the band 'of the localized states near the middle 

of the gap Which reaches a maximum' at the center and then 

decreases on both s ides~. 

A common feature of these density of state models is 

that there is a finite density. of' localized states at the 

Fermi energy. 

Due to the different character of electron states, 

above and belo", condvction band edge (Ec) and valence band '. 

edge (E ), di~ferent conduction mechanisms are tobe expected. . v 
\\ner~as in the extended states" ch2rged carriers 'are assumed 

to move ,,:ith an almost normal mob ility of ab out 1 to 

10 cm 2/v• sec, the ~ransport in localized states can only occur 

by phonon assisted tunneling. (6) This is v~1.y at the transition 

from the extended to localized states at E and E, the mob il-c v 
ity drops sharpl.y by some orders of magnitude giving rise to 

mobility edges. As a consequence, a pseudo gap, . called the 

mobility gap, Ec - Evarises. 
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1. 2 ELECTRICAL" PROPERTIES ,OF.Al\lORPHOUS SELIICONDUCTORS 

The'distribution of localized l?tates in the mobility 

gap of amorphous semiconductors is of fundamental importance 

in the interpretation of their transport-properties. yet our 
-' "I 

knowledge of the state distribution N(~), even in widely stud-

ied materials is still very limited. ·There are various methods 

like field- effect, C-;. V, DLTS (de eplevel transient spectroscopy) 

employed in the determination ot the distrib;ition of density 

of states. The reliability of these methods-is still contro~er

sial. (7) However, for characterizing' and· ?q:npari~g. the p;r~per

ties 'of series of amorphous specimens' it is often suffi'cient 

to know the denSity of states at the Fermi'l~vel N(E
f
). Th'ere 

are two comparat ively straightforward transport measl.J.re;nents 

vm.ich should in principle provide this information: determj...· 

nation of the AC' conductivity, ClAc ' and measurement of the 

temperature dependence of the DC COndl.lctivity ODc ' in the 

vari~ble range hopping regime. "Frequent doubts have, hOv;ever, 

been expressed by w'orkers in the· field as to the validity of 

the N(Ef ) values deduced from either of these experiments (8). 

1. 2.1 DC ConductiVity 

There are tv70 different conductivity mechanisms in 

amorphous semiconductors. In the extended st8~e cond'uction 

at high temperatures, the electrons are Excited to the conduc

tion band and holes to the valEnce band. At 10\\T temperatures 

the conQuctivity mechanism is dominated by phonon assisted 

hopping in the regiOns of localized states. 

Using the modEls described for the denSity of states 

in the previo'us section and tl1e concept of the mob ility edges 

in an amorphous semiconductor, onevwuld expect three' mechC'

nisms of conduction within the mobility gap. 

. i' 

, 'I 
<j 

! 
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1. Transpor: t by carrie~s excited. beyond the mob ility' 

edges at E and E , into extended states. The conductivity c v 
£or electrons is, ' 

1.1 

whe+,e O"min is the minimum metallic conductivity given by 

if min 

2 q 
0.026 --

n 
610 ., (Q_ , )-1 cm 

a 

where, a lS the interatomic sp~cing and E£ and Ec are the 

Fermi energy and conduction band edge energy respectively 

(1, 6, 9). 

2. Transport by carriers excited into the localized 

states at the band edges and hopping at energies (El ). F~:r 

this process, assuming again conduction by electrons, the 

conductivity is given as, 

cr (/1 eX}) 1. 2 

where ~ is the energy level in the locaJ-.ized state region 

near the conduction band edge, WI is 'the activation energy £or 

hopping at energy E:L, and Oi is the pre- exponential £actor. 

3. If the density of states at Ef is finite, then 
'r-_ •• ' 

there "Till be a contribution from carriers with energies < • 

. . ~.~ ,:_J/, 
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near Ef , which can .hop between localized states. We may v."'rite 

for this contribution, 

(f = CT2 exp \ 1.3 

v-ihere W2 is the activation ene~gy for hopping near the Fermi 

energy and (J 2 is the pre- exponential factor. 

According to I·lott, at very low temperatures, su:ch, as 

kT less than the bandv-7idth of the Fermi energy and for, a finite 

density of states near the Fermi energy,. the hopping will not 

be between nearest nei@lbour, but-variable range hopping \'fill 

take place (1,9). For this mechanism of variable range hopping 

the conductivity varies as, 

,n.ere 

cr = (Jo exp 

T o 

180(3 

1/4 
1. 4 

T 

1. 5 

and CXis the reciprocal of the attenuation distance of the 

localized wavefunction ; N(Ef ) is the density of localized 

states at Ef and, k is the B 01 tzmann constant. 
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Temperature Dependence of the DC Conductivity 

Activation Energies: 1- Band to Ba.11.d Conduction 
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In the temperature range 'Where t?-is ,equation is 

valid, ln cr versus' T -1/4 graph -is linear. Fromth-e'13l:ope'of' 

this graph o~e can obtain N,(Ef') by using apr..oper value 'ofo<. • 

A general graph of temperature dependence of the DC 

conductivity is shown in Figure 1. 2. 

1. 2. 2 AC' Conductivity 
I 

As explained in the previous section there are three 

mechanisms of charge transport that can contribute to a direct 

current in amorphous semiconductors. They can all contribute 
" , 

to the AC conductivity as follo1>;'8. 

l. Transport by carriers excited into the extended 

states near E or E'. For this, it is expected that the fre-c. v 
quency dependent conductivity~(UJ) is given by a formula of 

cr(UJ) 1. 6 

vmere't is the relaxation time being of the order of ~ lO-15sec 
lt:; 

A decrease in a(UJ) is not expected until a freq'oency"'" 10 -'Hz 

is reached. In any case, however, this formula is hardly 

applicable for such small values of ~. It is sufficient to 

state here that in the electrical ranf"e of frequencies (up to 

say, 107Hz) no freqUEnCy dependence 0; .the conductivity ass~ 
c iated with carriers in extended states is expected •. 

2. Transport by carr-iers excited, into the localized 

states at the edges of the' valence or conduction band: 
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No complete theoretical treatments of <Y(W) for)?;:; '.". '. 

hopping under this condition are kn01m, but y;e mi@:lt exPect a 

similar dependence on frequency to that deriv~d under <iegene'-:::~· 
4' . 

rate conditions (see 3 b eiow) , and thlUS as wIn C~h/(uJ ~ 
This varies approximatel: i asW s , ","here s.<l -when 'W <Vph" , 

In order .to estimate the frequency at ,,:hich Buch an increase 
\ 

is expected, a comparison ",ith the mag'l;litude of the DC hopping 

conduction w'ould be required. The temperatu.re dependence of 

this component of the AC conductivity should be the same as 

that of the carrier concentration at the band edge, so that 

for the conduction band it- should increase ~ exp -:(E.A"~:f~~:k;T ._ ' 

. 3. Hopping transport by electrons with energies near 

the Fermi level, pr2vided N (Ef) is finite. 

There have been several theoretical treatments of 

U(W) for this mode of conduction(8, 10, 11,12). U(W) should 

increase vlith frequency in a manner similar to that for 

process (2). However, the exponential dependence on the tempe

'rature ,dll be absent, and cr(W) should be proportional to T 

if kT is small compared with the energy range over "mich n (E-C') 
.L 

may betaken as constant. 

Using the forml!la given by Austin and !,:ott(1969) ('1) 

(J(W) 1.7" , 

vmere hopping is assu:ned to be betv~een independent. pairs of 

centres, i. e multiple hopping can be neglected, and also that 

there is no correl.ation betvreen the hop energy and the hop 

'distance. 
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The frequency dependence predict~d by. equation 1.7 
. , 's 

can be written as O'(w) == Aw , vm.ere s is a weak function 

of.f'requency if'.4J ~ Vph : 

Equation 1.7 is re~Titten as, 

() {UJ) " Iuj~ n(0 ' !w)14 .. ' ',': ,. .. r "ph. J 
~ . '. : ". ..:-

taking the logarithm of both sides, 

',' 

1.8 

The slope s is given by, 

4 

1.9 

revITiting the eouation 1.8' in the form, 

lnO'" (w) lnA + slnW 

taking the inverse logarithm of both sides, 
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The plot of' In() (w) versus InW is therefore approxi-

mately linear idth slope s given by ~uation 1.9. 

At a particular frequency, for -instance W = 10 4 
8-

1 . 

s varies from o. 4 to ,0.8 for V ph in the range 107 _ 
1013 Hz and values"of s outside this range are therefore 

\ 

unlikely. 

The Austin-Mott formula yields (J(w) ::=. 0 at uJ = O. 

Other treatments of AC hopping conduction include the DC 

limit~ (11,12). It will be sufficient. here to note that the 

·DC conductivity due to hopping is finite (if T -:f 0) and a .

smooth transition to a frequency - independ.ent' conductivity is 

expected at sufficiently low frequencies. :A c!=mdition for '(jeW) 

to exceed (J(O) is 'that the ~C hopping. length should be less 

than the DC hopping length (1). For variaole range hopping, . 

the latter is given by equation, 

r -0-

and the AC hopp ing length, 

1 
In( Yph/W) 

2()( 

1.10 ' 

1.11 

The frequency dependence of the conductivity expected for 

the three conduction mechanisms outlined above are schemat

ically illustrated in Figure 1. 3-

., . 
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FI-GURE 1. 3 

Schematic Illustration of the Frequency Dependence of 

'Conductivity for the furee Eodes of Conduction 

a) 'Extended state Conduction b) B and Tail Cond-q.ction 

b) Hopping Conduction around the Fermi Level. 
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JII., EXP ERIHENTAL TECHNIQUES 

2. 1 PREP lffiATION OF' THE I'IUlS 

The amorphous silicon films and metal electrodes are 

evaporated in a coplanar geometry on microscope slides, by 

2. 5x 4. 5 cm in length, produced by Fisher Scientific Co. 

The maSks used in the evaporation proces::;; for silicon films 

and ·the metal electrodes are, shchm. in ,Figure 2. 1. The evap'O

ration masks are mg.€: of' aluminiUm me~al. plate of 0.55 mm 

thickness. Wires ·of 0 •. 22 mm, O.?JJ min and O. J7 mm diam eters 

are placed in the rectangular space (1. 5 x2. 5 cm) of the 

metal electrode masks to produce a coplanar geometry. 

Fdcroscope slides are first cut to the desired dimen

sions and then cleaned 'with alconox detergent in an ultrasonic 

vibrator •. They are then rinsed 'Viith distilled water, methanol 

and acetone 

The vacuum system is VlffiIAN VT - 422 typ'e. The system 

is ptlroped do'\'ffi to 10- 3 torr pressure !'\'~ith a cryopv.:np. In order 
/' 

to achieve a 10vierpresstlre ion pumps are used. The pumping 

time of the cryopump is approximately one ~our. Ion pumps 

operate continuously for 12 hours to drop t:"e base pr.eE;sL,re to 

10- 7 - 10- 8 torr. The prpssrre is meas'\)red y7ith a t:"ermoco1J.ple 

pressure gage dOrm to 10- 3 torr and b elo'\>- that value vrith a~
ion gauge. Ttte glass su])strates _ are placed on a slJbstrate 

holder, produced by VARIAN, on ,\·ihichthree different masks can 

be prepared at a time. 

The evaporation system used consists of an electron.

gun and three crUCibles produced by VP.RIPJ\. The evaporant is 

a pure polycr:rstal lump obtained from Natheson Coleman and ,. 

B ell laboratories. The distance between the evaporant and the 

glass substrate is 25 cm. To avoid the risk of imp'urity atoms 

contaminating the film, the base pressure must be kept as low. ~ 
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(a) 

(b) 

'r..!---flluminum electrode 

r_..I.-:.~~~~~>.J..~~~~~~..iw~IHJ":::..f-L -_--,--l\morphous s il icon fi 1 m 
Glass substrate 

(c) 

FIGUhE 2.1 
Easks 'Gs ed in the Preparat ion of ./l..3orphous :: il icon FilBs 

(a) Silicon !.:ask 

(b) Electrode HaskPrepared in Coplanar Geometry 

(c) Cross-Section.-of the Prepared Film in Coplanar Geometry 
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as possible. The base pressure before -evaporation is decreased 

to 10-8 torr,--vmi1e "during €vaporation it is kepii constant at 

5 - 7 x 10-7 torr. This i~ - achieved by circulating liquid 

nitrogen throu@l a jacket around the vacuumchemb ere The film' 

thicknessess are bet",een O.:JJ/ m and O. 601 m. The evaporation 

of the silicon films takes between twp to four hours. After 

the deposition of the silicon films~ the vacuum system is 

allowed to cool in order to prevent the formation of an oxide 

layer on the film. Then the system is opened and prepared for 

the evaporation of aluminium electrodes. The thickness of the 
- -

electrode~ is around 1j1 m. and they, are evaporate~ in 1- 2, min.-

The thickness of the evaporated films is measured vrithan 

A 0 scope interformeter produced by V.ARI.Al~~-Aqu8!tz crystai 
> 

digital thickness monitor produced by SLOAN is used to adjust 

the evaporation rate. However, it could not be used to deler

mine the thickness of the films since the density of the films 

is not known. 

2. 2. 1 Thermostatic Chamb er 

. //' . 
During the AC and DC measDreoents the samples are kept 

in a thermostatic cham~er. The schematic diagram of the ther

mostatic chamber is shov7n in Figure 2. 2. 

The temperat 1)re of the sample holder can oelov;rered 

to _ 190 0 C by filling the res,ervoir under the sample hold-er 

with liqUid nitrogen and 'Kith t~e' aid of a heater can be 

rais'ed u-p to 600 0 c. An electronic control unit is used to 

keep the temperature consta.Tlt vdthin O. 50
0

C deviations. ,At 

lower t~peratures~ to avoid the condensation of vapor of 

water on the sample and to -prevent -heat transfer betv,een the 

thermostatic chamber 8...Tld its environment, the -air inside the 

thermostatic room is continuously pumped out. 
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2.2..·;.2 DC !oleasurements , " 

DC measurements include 1- V measurements at room temp

erature and 1- T measurements at coJistant electric field. The 

block diagram of the apparatuS used in these measurements is 

given in Figure 2. 3. 

In order to take the 1- V measurements the applied 

voltage is changed manually in 5 volt steps ,to achieve elec- .. .

tric fields of 10 2 V/cm to 10 3 V/cm. The current for each set

ting is recorded after it stabiliz.es. in order to avoid any 

capacitive effect. Applied voltage is meaSJ.red idth a digit8J,.

voltmeter connected across tqe DC pOrTer s-q,pply so that the 

ammeter indicates the current that passes through the sample. 

Since the internal resistance of the voltmeter is comparable 

with the sample resistivity the total current is much greater 

than that flowing through the sample. 

The major difficulty encountered dyring the measure

ments is the environmental noise r.nich increases with t!le 

increase in sample resistivity as the temperat'ure is 10r.Tered. 

Thus, every connection has to be ·shielded in order to avoid 

th is problem. 

2 .. 2. 3 AC 1>:ieas1;:re~ents 

AC meaSllrewents incl u:ie frequency-dependent conduc

t i vi ty measure:nents under constant temperature and 1- T mea -

sure:.nents at several. different frequencies. 

AC measure:nents vere made in t!le frequency range of 

100Hz - ]Z>lHz and in t!le temperature range of 7'7- ;DO oK. A 

Hewlett _ Packard 4192A impedance analyzer, was used for 

frequency dependent conductivity measure::nents •. 

The. AC signal level was kept at a level of O. 7v -
/ 

1.1 V, in order to prevent the effect of the field on the con-

ductivity of the sample. 
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Again, the major difficulty enc·ouritered w-ith the 

hign resistivity samples is environmental noise, and to 

overcome this problem every connect.ron _was shielded. vie 

therefore used' son coaxial cables. 

In order to make sure that there "ras no residual 

conductance, open circuit conductance m.easur$lents "7ere made 

througnout the entire frequency range (up to 1 ~ffiz) employed 

in the sample measurements and O.OOOr S were o"btained. 
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III.EXPERIFIENT.AL . RESULTS· . 

3. 1 DC 11EAS liREr-1ENTS 

The ~ V characteristic of the films are obtained 

using the set-up in Figure 2.. 3 at room temperature and under 

a DC VOltage of 5V - 50V corresponding to electric fields of 

10
2

_ 10 3 V/cm. Philips PE 152) was used as the. DC 'poVler 

supply. In order to measure the curren~s around 10-8 _ 10-14 

amperes a Cary 401 vibrating Reed electrometer vTas used and 

for larger values of current at hi§1er temperatures a 

Keithley Digital Electrometer vlaS used. 

DC measurements are done for two purposes:, 

'j:) 1- V measurements at room temperature are performed 

to verify ynether the contact bet,·:-een the metal electrod.e and 

the amorphous' semiconduqtor is ohmic or not and also to have 

a first-hand idea of the effects of the preparation condi-

t ions on the structure of the film. 

ii) Temperature dependent conductivity measure~ent 

were performed to determine the conductivity mechanism and 

the density of localized states near t~e :Fermi level. 

3.1.1 1- V Heasure:nents at Roo:n Te8perature 

The 1- V measure::1ents of the samples sh01-7 that t~e 1- V 

. graph is syrrJ.I:letric vlith res~ectto the polarity of the voltage. 

applied, implying that the aluminium electrodes form an ohmic 

contact with the amorphous semiconductor film ymich implies 

that there is no contact barrier and the conductivity of the 

surface states is negligible- co;:npared to the conductivity of 

bulk states. 

, . . 
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.As seen fropl Figure 3.1 there is an ohmic region, 

'Which goes up to 10 3 V/cm in most samples. The ohmic behav-:

iour disappears after this, region and the current increases 

exponentially at higher electric fields: According to the 

Poole-Frenkel theory (6) this may be due to the presence of 

h i@l electric field effects on the coulomb ic potential barrier. 

Xhe potential barrier can be lo'v-1ered such that the thermal 

energy, ,,!hich is not enough to release the tr:apped electron 

in the absence of the field, beco~es sufficient to enit the 

electron in the presence of the electric field E. In this case 

the free electron with the help of th,e electriC field, ,dll 

jump to the conduction band ",here its contribution to, the 

conduction is c-onsiderable. The current ''lill therefore be 

of the form, 

I A(T) Ea exp ,3.1 

~ihere l' is the P oole-l"renkel constant, 'e is th'e electron 

Charge, a is an exponent of the order of 1 or 2 and A(T) is 
.f 

a function of temperature. Since the dominant field dependence 

is thrCD&1 the exponential term, the E
a factor has a r.elatively 

"leak contribut ion. 

3.1. 2 Temperatvre Dependence 

Current versus temp erature (I- T) meaSl).rements v;ere 

perforiJ.ed betv~een 77 0K to 4;ooK at lOoC or COoC temperature 

intervals under a constant electric field. The results obtainEd 

for t"JQ samples are shovm in Figl1res 3. 5 and 3. 6 (ill belled 

o Hz curves). 

In the hi@er temperature range, the conductivity 

mechanism involved is band to band conduction. 
" . 



The acti vat.ion energies obtained from the sTI.opes of 

InCJversus ~l graphs above 400 0K are ~ound o. 5 _ o. 6 eV, 

-which are nearly the half of the energy- gap according to 

Equation Ll assuming that Ef is in . the- middle of the gap. 

These values show that the mobility gap of amorphous silicon 

lies around 1.1 eVe These values agree with the values ,. 
\ 

obtained by other researchers (13). Therefore at temperatures 

above 400
0
K the conduction mechanism is a band to band 

c ond uct ion. 

o· 0 In the temperature range .bet~een-400 K and 289 K a 

different conduction mechanism exist since the curve is not 

linear any more. In this temperature -range,,- electrons hoP. to 

tail states closer to the conduction band. The activation 

ener gies for th is range are O. ~5 eV and o. 44 eV for two 

samples as shown in the figures.' 

The activation ~nergies. obtained from the slopes of 

InC) versus .~l gr:.aphs between 2i39 0K and 3)O oK are bet"reen 

O. Z7 eV ~nd 0.18 eV.· This' Sh01VS us that the conduction 

mechanism involved is preferrably hopping conduction betv:een 

the nearest neighpours (14). 

At variable range hopping region the activation 

energiEs are around 0.10 eVe 

. 
3. 2 AC hEAS1JREl1ENT 

AC conductivity measurer;lents v~ere performed v;rith a 

Helvlett-Packard 4l92A LF impedance analyzer, in the frequency 
- Q 0 

range 100 Hz - 1 Ivlliz and in the temperat'lJre range 77 l{-;oO K. 

AC conductivity vTas-measured as a function of frequency 

at a constant temperature and the measurements' v7ere repeated 
, 1 -

at different temperatures. () ~W) versus ~ -graphs at constant 

frequency ,,(ere constructed using this data. 
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Freq~ency dependent measurements. at variable range 

hOPping region are 'used to calculate the density of states 

'25 ' 

at the Fermi level. The DC data (i. e DC conductivity versus 

temperature measurements) were- used to Qetermine the temperature 

range where, variable range'hopping is the dominant conduction 

mechanism, and the above mentioned,AC measurements "I-lere taken 
\ ", 

at a corresponding temperature. 'Temper;'1ture dependent AC mea-

surements were uBed in comparison with temperature dependent 

DC measlJrements (Fig. 3. 5 - 3. 6) 

3. 2. 1 Frequency Dependent l>1esurements 

Conductance versus frequency measurements were taken 

in the frequency range 100 Hz - 1 1·'IHz. The, results obtained 

for the samples are shown in Figures 3. 9 and 3;·10. S imlla;r
results are found by other vwrkers (8,11,12,15). 

For sample 17.11.85 -I; measurements taken at 162
0

K 

and 77 0 K (Fig. 3.9) correspond to var:i,able 'rap.ge h,?pping 

conduction since there is no frequency independent region in 
1 

these curves. If one takes a look at the I-1' curve of the 

same sample (Fig. 3.5) it can be seen that'ther'e is a kink 

around 1620 K indicating a change in the dtxninant conduction 

mechanism which is interpreted as a change from variable range 

hopping to nearest neiePbour hopping. 

The same situation -is also observed for the sample 

27. 111.86 _ I. In tl1is cas e, one can eas ily see that on the 
1 ' I-r curve of' the same sample, a different conduction 

mechanism occurs after 180 oK. 

In both samples, in the variable range hopping region, 

the slope of the frequency v~rsus AC conductivity curves, s 

has the same value of 0.87 in agreement "lith the results of 

other researchers. Their results vary between, O. 5'- 1.0, the 

most common results being O .. B - 0.9. (8,11,15,16,17). 

.' . 

" . , 
" , ": ;~ 
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In both s~les, frequency dependent conductivity, .. _ 

measurements taken at higher temp eratures, each sJ\ows two ;, 

distinct regions : first, a frequency independent'regiPn Wh-i~h< 
becomes larger ~ith incr~asing 'temperat-ure. At roo:n te~pe
rature the region ends around 10 2 _ 10 3 Hz. Second, a fre

quency dependent and weakly temperature dependent region, in 

accordance with the AC conductivity theory mentioned in 

1. 2. 2 and sch em at ically shown in ~igure 1. 3. 

3. 2. 2 Temperature Dependence 'of AC 90nductivity 

In Figures 3. 5 and 3.6 temperatl1I'e.-dependence of AC 

. .conductivity is sho-vm., ~ is observed in both graIlhs, the 

higher the frequency the weaker the temperature dependence. 

Both the DC cUrves (labelled OHz) and the ,AC curves are in 

agreement ,'lith ·the respective tb,eorie.s explained in the 

previous chapter. 

The DC curve is completely temperatlire dependent 

whereas in the. AC curves the temperature dependence decreases 

as the frequency increases. At higper teciperatures all the 

curves approach the DC curve (Fig. 3.5 - 3. 6). 

3. 3 HEAS1JR.Fl·lENT OF' DEh8ITY O}' STA'l:Er:: 

The density of states at the Ferr:li lev~l can be· 

determined from the DC measurements using Eott 's forJlula 

(Equation 1. 4 and 1.5) and also from the Jo.·C measurements 

using Austin-Hott 's formula (Equation 1.7). 

For the former case, in the loy temperature range 

below 2JO oK and at constani;- electric field of 10
2

_ 10 3V/cm, 

the conductivity versus T -1/4graPhs of the two samples are 

plotted. These graphS are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. In 

this temperature range there is a linear relation in accordance 
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w~th the variable :r:ange hopping conductivity proposed by Mott. 

Equation 1.4 can be revl!'ittenas; 

\ 

Therefore, the dens-ity of localized states around the 

Fermi level N (Ef ) can be calculated from the slope of the lnC) 
nf"" 1/4 ,-1 0 

versusJ: _graph. Bytaklng 0<. := 10 A as proposed by Mott 

.(l)' :for evap'orated Si films, 'the N (E
f

) values were calculated 

-for the two ,samples {Eq. 1.5}. Th,e r~sults are as :follo'wsj 

Sample 

17. 11. 8 5-- I 

Z1. I I I. 86- I 

7.57 x 1017 

6.65 x 1017 

eV) -1 , 

The Ao.stin-JI-lott :formula (Eq. 1. 7) vias used -to calcu -

la-t e N (Ef ), :from the AC data. If this model is valid, logO" 

should have a linear dependence on log W in the variable range 

hopping regiOn. As mentioned earlier, 10",T te:nperature curves, 
/ 

in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, shoi\' this behaviour a.l1d thus values 

ta.'ken from these curves v7ere used in the calculation of l~(Ef). 

Taking -T:: 77 0K, f::. lO~Z, in. =- 1013 HZ, and the corres

ponding AC conductivity value, N(Ef ) was calcvlated. The 

results are as follow~, 

Sam-ole 

17.11.85-- I 

Z1. III. 86- I 

1,1 (~ ) (cm 3, _ ev)-l 
J.\ 1:.£ _ 

4.74 x 1019 , 

2. 74 x 1019 

. The N (Ef) values deduced from AC measurements are 

higher, than those 'obtained from DC measure:nents. ,i ~. 
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This situation has .been also observed by other researchers 
(1,8) •. 

The calculated N (Ef) values . (from variable range 

hoPping DC measu.re8ents and from AC conductivity measure:nents) 

are plotted as a function of the DC conductivity in Figure 3.11-
. \ 

As predicted by both AC and DC theori~s N(Ef ) must increase .. 

with mcreasing conductivity at variable range hoppmg region. 
- . 

This syste8atic variation is more clearly evident from AC 

;results. 

The N(E
f

) values calculated by some workers using 

different techniques for evaporated amorphous silicon films 
'. 

are as follo"\.-!s, 

i) K.:P. Gh ick and K. C. Koon(1986) calculated N (Ef) ::=. 

6 x 1019 (cm 3 _ eV)-l us ing direct measu.re;:nent of electron 

spin density. (14). 

-
ii) N.]3alkan, :P.N.]3utcher, W.R.Hogg;. AoR.LO:t;lg and 

S. Summerfield (1985) measured T ::= 2. 66 x 10
7 

oK (18) 

giving 1HE
f

) = 7.86 x 1018 (cmS _ eV)-l (Accor.ding to·tlle 

Equation 1. 5). 

These results :ilqlly that the N(Ef ) values calculated 

from AC data are more realistic. 

3. 4 THE ET?ECT OF PREI? JiliATION CONDITIOl\S 

It is '\-7ell knO'lm that electrical and optical proper

ties of a=1orphous semiconductors depend on the preparation 

conditions (1, 2,4). 

The resistivity of the amorphous silicon films .can be 

changed by changmg the deposition rate. Decreasing the depo

sition rate increases the resistivity of the films. This is 
.. . 
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believed to be due ~o prevention o:f the voids occuringduring, 

deposition.vlhen the deposition rate is 'kept low, the atans 

:find time to arrange themselves, b e:fore they are covered.: by 
. oth er at oms. 

Ageing is another effect on the resistivity o:f the 

films. This attributed to the saturation of danglingb onds in 

time. 

The anneal mg effect is more pronounced for the samples 

deposited at relatively low -temperatures. For example, the 

resistivity of Sample 17.11.85-1 was 'increased by a factor 

o:f 100 by annealing at 3)O oC :for two hours ,(Fig. 3. 3 and 3. 4), 
, ", > 0 

whereas Sample 27.111.86...1 was deposited a.t about 3)0 C and 

its resistivity was increased only by a factor of2 by annea.

ling at 3)OoC :for two hours (Fig. 3.1 and 3. 2) 

, ' 

The resistivities of the films are as follovrs, (at room 

temp erature) 

SamPle Resistj,Vity (n. em) 

17.11.85-1 2 xl0 6 
. 

107 / 

Z7. 111.86... I 1.13 x 

The resistivities of the amorphous Si films prepar~d 

with the electron gun evaporation method by other researchers 

are as fol101'lS (19, 3), 2l), 

Researchers 

Yang, John and wong

Dey and Fong 

Dellaferra, Labusch 

and Roscher' 

Resistivity (.n.~ em) 

107 _' 108 

105 _' 10
6 

" . 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In order to irivest igate, such electrical prop ert'ies of 

amorphouS silicon as the room temperature conductivity, basic' 

transport Glechanisms, and activatlon energies; DC and AC mea.

surements were performed in the temperature range' frem 77 0 K 

to 4QOoK~ 1- If measureo.ents at room temperatt1re show that' the 

contacts are ohmic up to an electric' field of 10 3 V/cm. At 

h i"gh electric fields the 1- If Ct'rve ob eys the Poole-:FIe nkel 

law, so that the conduct i v~ ty increas es exp onent ially. 

The DC conductivities of films 9I'e around 5 x 10-7 

and 8.88 x 10- 8 (ll. cm)-l at roem temperatur and 3. 38 x 10-13 

and 7.78 x 10-14 (.(1. cm)-l at 77oK. 

, 0 
In the higher temperatt1re range above 400 K the con-

duction mechanism is band to band conduction. The activation 

energies obtained from the slope of lnCY versus 'f'"l graphs 

ab ove 400 OK are around o. 5 _ o. 6 eV giving approximately a 

mob ility gap of 1. 0 eV - 1. 1 eVe 

In the temperature range betl-Teen 400
0
K and d39

0
K the 

dominant conduction mechanism is different. In ,this temperatur, 

range electrons jump to tail,s:tates ,cl,oser ~.Q the- conduction 

band. 

At temperatures between d39
0

K to 3JO oK, the cond:ucti~, 
ity mechanism involved is hopping conduction between the 

nearest neighb ours around the Fermi level. 

In the low temperature range, below 200 oK 'and at small 

elect~ic fields between 10 2 - 10 3 V/cm, the conductivity of 

these films obe~ the T -1/4' law as proposed by Mott. These' 
-

low temperature variable range hopping measurement results 

are then used to calculate the denSity of states around the 
" ," 18' 

Fermi level Which 

( 3- / )-1 The cm_ eV • 

gives a value of t~e order of '" 10 " 

results. show -that the density o.f d~gling 
...,. ,,' ,l 

'."J 
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bonds in these films is similar to those prepared by rf sput-· 

tering and much higher than those prepared by glow:..discharge 
decomposition of silane (SiH

4
). 

AC measurements using small electric fields hav~ also 

th e advantage that effects' such as field assisted tunneling 

are avoided. For this reason we have used amplitudes of 1.1 _ 
0.7'1. 

~';e tried to interpret OlE experimental AC results 

according to the quantulli-m~chanical tunneling model (Austir_ 

i-lott) , predicted to be of the form, 

() (w) 

which for constant V ph ,has the form, 

with s indeuendent of temperature in a certain temperature 
~ . -

range. Experimental re~U1ts 0-ave sho.wn that s is temperature 

dep.endent above appr_oximately_1600K~ -. 

The Austin-Mott formula (Eq. 1.7) predicts s values 

of 0.83 to 0.75 from 100 HZ to 10 5 Hz respectively. Experimen.,;.

tal errors such as stray capacitances and lead resistances 

affect this theoretical value. Our s value ,is nearly in 

agre.ement with the'" , .value of 0.87. Other workers' 

have obtained s.:j,.milar s values. varying from unity to 0.5. 

-
It is also necessary to realize that at low frequen-

Cies. and high temperatures a departUre from the relation 

AW s~':' oc'curs for' the following reason: T1?-e magnitude' of 

Aw s , falls below the DC ,. conductivity., This is', as'crib ed to;.a 
, !~ . 
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quite different mode of conduction, namely, transport by carri

ers excited into the conducti~n band.~ The frequency dependence 

of this mode of conduction is expected to be very small unless 

the excited carriers move by h09pJng b etHeen localized states 

in the conduct ion band edge. In this latter case a dependence 

on frequency is expected, but th~ process should be easily 

distinguishable from the band edge hopping, \·ihich has an acti~ 

ation energ;j equal to rou@tlly half the bandgap. 

\ • 
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